MINIFLOW 380
Completely electric small flow wrapping machine
Packaging machine flowpack

DESCRIPTION
The Miniflow 380 is the new completely electric “FlowPack” packaging machine by MinipackTorre.
Designed to simplify as much as possible maintenance and cleaning operations for the customer.
"Mini" stands for "Minipack", but it also recalls its dimensions: in fact, it is a small flow wrapping machine, compact and
versatile.
Thanks to the 3 highly performant Brushless motors and its 7” TouchScreen panel, this mini flow wrapper will guarantee
maximum versatility with format changes and therefore extreme simplicity in packaging operations.
The Miniflow 380 flow pack machine can be equipped
with numerousS.p.A.
optional features.
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The Miniflow 380 is the new completely electric “FlowPack” packaging machine by MinipackTorre.
Designed to simplify as much as possible maintenance and cleaning operations for the customer.
"Mini" stands for "Minipack", but it also recalls its dimensions: in fact, it is a small flow wrapping machine, compact and
versatile.
Thanks to the 3 highly performant Brushless motors and its 7” TouchScreen panel, this mini flow wrapper will guarantee
maximum versatility with format changes and therefore extreme simplicity in packaging operations.
The Miniflow 380 flow pack machine can be equipped with numerous optional features.

Great performances in a small flow wrapping machine
Our mini flow wrap machine can package strapped product, max 160 mm, and can reach 80 packages per minute. With an
optimal quality/price ratio, this packaging machine is a union of quality and technology, and it guarantees a high level of
reliability.
This mini flow pack machine is suitable to pack brioches, sweets, candy, chocolates, chocolate, pharmaceutical products,
various small objects and much more.

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Power supply

V

220

Phase

ph

1

Electrical power

kW

2

Electric consumption

kWh

1.8

Hourly production

p/h (pph)

Up to 4800

Sealing Bar

mm

160

MAX product weight

g

500

MAX product height

mm

75

Max length product

mm

500

Reel Diameter MAX
Dimensions

mm

350

MAX Reel Strip Dimensions

mm

380

Worktop height

mm

800/950

Machine dimensions

mm

2200x800x h.1800

Machine weight

kg

320
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